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HighScore(Plus)\(^1\) is an extremely versatile software package for the treatment and analysis of X-ray and now also Neutron powder diffraction data. HighScore(Plus) tightly integrates phase identification, quantitative phase analysis, crystallography and multivariate statistics features, like cluster analysis and PLSR into one consistent User Interface. In the latest versions we improved the Rietveld kernel for diffractometers with smaller radii, like the Aeris benchtop, by adding a model for specimen transparency. Specimen transparency effects get more pronounced with smaller goniometer radii and low Z samples. Other additions are the option to create isotropic starting coefficients for the Stephens Model\(^2\), Support of the CSD database\(^3\) (Search/Match and retrieval of starting models for Rietveld refinements) with more than 850.000 organic patterns, support for Neutron TOF data and strongly enhanced support for the automated handling and analysis of many similar scans. In this presentation we will shed some light on these and some other new features.